In the present paper we shall be concerned with the stationary theory of scattering associated with the Schrodinger operator with a long-range potential.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In § 1, we construct the stationary wave operator in a rather abstract way, but differing from Pinchuk, we do not use Kato-Kuroda's abstract theory. Some calculation lemmas needed for the application of the abstract theory are proved in § 2. Our main theorem appears in § 3. In § 4, we discuss the coincidence of our stationary wave operator with the one obtained by the eigenfunction expansion theory. We shall give some remarks for the shortrange perturbation of our theory in § 5. In the Appendix, we shall establish some a-priori estimates which play a crucial role in our context. § 1.
Construction of the Stationary Wave Operator
In this section we construct the stationary wave operator in a rather abstract way. The author owes most of the ideas to Ikebe [6] .
First we introduce some notations.
Let M be a separable Hilbert space and SC+ 9 3C_ 9 M + be Banach spaces. We assume the following inclusion relations for these spaces:
(1.1) J? + CZ^+C^C^_, where all inclusions are dense and continuous. And moreover, we assume that M-is identified with the dual space of M + . We use ( , )
to denote not only the inner product of SC but also the coupling of M + and c^f_, which will not confuse our argument. C and 1? denote the totality of complex and real numbers, respectively.
Let us consider two self-adjoint operators H^ and H 2 on SC. We denote the resolvent of Hj as follows (j=l, 2):
The resolution of the identity for Hj is denoted by £/(A) (j=! 9 2). which completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Since GJ / (A±z£)G^f c (A±z"e) =7, which follows from (A-2), multiplying both sides of the above equality by GJ y (A±ze) leads to
Hence for f, Q^M+, we have
Letting £ tend to 0, we have
Integrating both sides with respect to A on e yields from which the assertion of the lemma readily follows. Q.E.D.
In particular, we see by Lemma 1. 3 that the final set of Wf k (e) equals the initial set of Wfj(e)^ which is just E 3
Lemma 1*4,, For an arbitrary bounded Borel function a (A) defined on the real li?ie, the following formula holds: a (Hj) Wf, (e) = Wf k (e) a (H t ) .
Proof. Let us show the following equality
where e' is an arbitrary Borel set on the real line, and e is a Borel set in (a, b 
The right hand side of this equality is rewritten as follows.
Hence we have
which proves (1.8).
Approximating a (A) by a sequence of step functions, in view of (1.8), we can conclude the assertion of the lemma.
Q.E.D. 
Here [2/ff] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding 2/d.
We introduce a real C°°-function 0 such that
(1 -0) V. Then V 1 and V 2 satisfy the following conditions:
is a bounded real function -with compact support.
Remark: Our assumption on V(x) is stronger than actually needed. 
where a, b are arbitrary positive constants such that a dr . ,.#").
HI OC is all Z/ 2 ,ioc functions with L 2j i oc distribution derivatives up to the second order, inclusive.
Under our assumption on V(x), H= -J + V(x) is, when restricted
to CS° (J? ra ) , essentially self-adjoint. We use the same notation H for its unique self-adjoint extension. Further, we adopt the following notations.
is the resolution of the identity for H.
S 0 is a positive constant such that (0<p«7).
The following theorem is due to Ikebe-Saito [7] . The mapping
Remarks We say that a function u(x) satisfies the radiation condition if it satisfies the following inequality Now, for a real constant KI (tK^K^b, -b<^K 1 <^ -a) 9 we consider the following non-linear equation 
, J -V, (x) -| (PX<») (x, ^ | dr -where the constant C does not depend on
We choose the smallest positive integer j such that 0"+1)5>2 and difine X(x 9 Proof. This lemma follows easily from the following inequalities: Next we show the assertion (2). By Lemma 2. 7, the first term of 
Theorem 3. When we take U ± (A, £) as the operator of multiplication by the function exp( -LY(x, Re\/A ±zs)), where X is the function which has been defined in § 2 a^J Re means the real part, assumptions (A-l) and (A-2) of § 1 are satisfied. Hence there exist stationary -wave operators lVj> (e) having the following properties:
( 9 where the adjoint is taken in L 2 (R n ). 
1) Wfit(c) is a partial isometry with the initial set E k (e)L z (R n ) and the final set E J (e)L 2 (R n ), (2) (Wf k (e))* = Wir j (c)
(3) Hj W ^ (e) ID W ? k (^) H k (j k = l 2),
Stationary Wave Operators
In this section, we consider the relation between our stationary wave operator and the eigenfunction expansion theory developed by Saito [12] . First we introduce some notations.
3) ± = grad + Then, the following definition makes sense. 
(c) For f 9 
g^E 2iac M and any bounded Borel function a (A) defined on the real line, -we have (a(H 2 )f, fir) = 'where by a is meant the operator of multiplication by the function a (A). (This is a diagonal representation of H 2 ) . (d) The inversion formula holds for an arbitrary
In the same way, we can define 3 i± for H^-A, (In this case we take J£=0).
Let us take a Borel set e contained in (a, b) (0<^a<^b<^oo) and let % e (A) be the characteristic function of e. We can define a stationary wave operator which is "formally" different from Wf k (e) we have discussed in § 3.
Definition 4. 3. Let fifi (e) be defined by -where % e denotes the operator of multiplication by % e (A) in M«
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.
Wl (e) = J0£ (e) .
Proof of Theorem 5 (continued) .
By Green's formula we have In this section we consider the case in which V(x) has a shortrange part. More precisely, we assume the following condition: It seems that the general theory of § 1 cannot be applied directly to HI and H z , because Lemma 2. 2, which is crucial to see that the assumption (A-2) is satisfied, cannot be proved without assuming the differentiability on V s (x). So we construct the stationary wave operator, which shows the similarity of HI and H z , using the so called "chain rule".
First let us prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6« Let e be a Borel set in (a y b) (0<<2<&<oo).
There exist stationary -wave operators W^(e) 9 Wf^(e) having the following properties.
(
1) Wjjc (e) is a partial isometry with the initial set E k (e)
and the final set Ej(e)M (j, k = 2, 3).
(2) (W/j s (e)r = Wf J (e) U 4 = 2,3). (3) HjWfr
Proof. We first note that Theorem 2 is also true for
(see Ikebe-Saito [7] 
which is valid for /, geL 2)(3 _ £o) /2, we can uniquely extend 2 r 2 ±W as a bounded operator from L 2> (i +£o )/ 2 to Z/gC'S'"" 1 ). We use the same notation for this extension. Since FseH(L 2 ,-(i+£o)/2 : -kz,u+e 0 )/2) » which is easily seen by the condition (C) x ', the following definition makes sense.
When we set (£F a± /) (A) =ff a± (A)/ for /eL 2 , o+ffl)/2 , £F 3± can be uniquely extended to a partial isometry on J/T with the initial set E s>ac M (the absolutely continuous subspace for H$) and the final set L 2 ((0, oo) ; Ls^7 1 " 1 )), where we also use the same notation for the extended operator. Then we can get the spectral representation associated with H z with the aid of 5' 3± . See for the details Ikebe [5] . Now, we can define the stationary wave operator by the spectral representation as in § 4. W£ (e) = flg (e) .
Appendix 8 An Estimate Concerning the Radiation Condition
In this Appendix we prove Lemma 2. 2. Then we can prove the following identity. Taking into account of (6. 16) and (6. 17) , we can prove (6. 15) .
Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. By Theorem 2 of § 2 H|J-l < hence we have the following a-priori estimate (6.18) \\®v\\}.
for v = e ix u 9 WEE Go 00 (IT) K^K ± .
Extension of (6. 18) to the general case can be treated in the same way as Ikebe-Saito [7] using the fact that the set { (H-/C 2 ) u: u e C? (IT) } is dense in Z/ 2> (3-6 0 )/2, so we omit the details. Q.E.D.
